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The Financialization of Recession Response

Aaron Klein

Abstract

This paper analyzes economic policy responses to the COVID-19-induced recession, focusing on the American policy response. Despite widespread political distrust between the two parties sharing control of the government and the timing of the upcoming presidential election, America’s political system was able to enact a massive policy response that reduced the severity of the recession. This political response happened faster than any automatic policy response would have, based on the delays in data reporting. The economic policies enacted continued America’s trend toward financialization of fiscal policy. The Federal Reserve and America’s private banking and financial systems were heavily relied upon to deliver general macroeconomic assistance to households and businesses, particularly small businesses. The immediate result was that households and businesses that have stronger ties to the financial system received greater economic support. Those with less strong ties to the financial system received aid more slowly and, in some instances, not at all. The long-term consequences of relying on the Federal Reserve to distribute recession assistance through the financial system blurs the lines between engaging in monetary and fiscal policy. This response is a continuation of the trend that began in America from the prior recession and appears likely to continue, potentially impacting the central bank’s independence and raising concerns regarding the role of the Federal Reserve in society.
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I. Introduction

The depth and nature of the recession that began as a result of COVID-19 were unprecedented in modern economic history. The speed at which the pandemic traveled, both physically and economically, highlights the modern world’s interconnectedness. While COVID-19 was felt globally, the economic implications and responses varied significantly nationally. This disparity provides an opportunity to compare and contrast responses. This paper primarily examines the United States’ economic response, which can be summarized as swift, substantial, and heavily financial. The United States leveraged the financial system, particularly its central and commercial banks, to deliver economic assistance to households and businesses of all sizes. The result was highly positive for the American banking system and a select set of businesses and produced a faster economic recovery than in many other nations. Households and businesses with weaker ties to the banking system were less likely to receive benefits, received them more slowly, and were less positively impacted by the policy response. America’s COVID-19 response leaned heavily on the Federal Reserve, blurring the line between monetary and fiscal policy. This response is a continuation of the trend from the prior recession, which is somewhat surprising given the distinction in the causes between the two recessions: financial and biological.

II. US Economy Pre-COVID-19

Before COVID-19 struck, the American economy was enjoying its longest period of economic expansion ever (Li 2019). The unemployment rate reached 3.5% and real GDP grew by 2.3% in 2019 (BEA 2020; Cox 2019). Policy makers were considering whether the economy had exceeded “full employment” (Hartman 2021). Sustained periods of long-run economic growth and tight labor markets reached historically difficult sectors of the American economy, particularly the unemployment rate for Black workers, which hit a historical low of 5.5% (Isidore 2019).

America did not use this period to get its fiscal house in order, exacerbating structural budget deficits through a series of tax cuts and increases in federal governmental spending, particularly in the defense sector (Long and Stein 2019). As a result, the fiscal deficit was at a nominal record, nearly $1 trillion, equal to 4.6% of real GDP (CBO 2020). Asset markets appreciated substantially, with both the equity and real estate markets surpassing previous record levels before the Global Financial Crisis of 2007–2009 (GFC).

III. The COVID-19 Recession

COVID-19, originating in China, began causing severe illness and death at rates substantially higher than those of existing diseases such as influenza (Johns Hopkins Medicine 2021). As the disease spread, activities shut down, eventually leading to full-scale closures of basic
forms of economic activity and public gatherings. The pace and severity of shutdowns varied across and sometimes within nations. In the US, there was substantial variance in the depth of shutdowns (and illness rates) within and between states (Messner and Payson 2020).

Economic activity dependent on the movement of people and goods was more vulnerable to the COVID-19 shock than activity dependent on the movement of information (Klein and Smith 2021). Some forms of economic activity benefited from the shutdowns—for example, companies that charged for videoconferencing (Zoom) or were based on limiting physical contact or exposure in the purchase of goods and services (Amazon). Overall economic activity was particularly harmed in parts of the economy dealing with the movement of people such as travel and tourism (Klein and Smith 2021).

COVID-19 and the policies required to curb its spread plummeted America’s economy into recession. The National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) dates the economic peak in the fourth quarter of 2019 (NBER 2021). Real GDP began to shrink in March 2020, with the second quarter of 2020 posting the largest quarterly decrease in economic activity in American history (Cox 2020). Employment fell off a cliff, with 20.7 million jobs shed in April 2020 and a total of 22.4 million jobs lost before employment began to rebound in May (BLS 2021). Other nations suffered smaller declines in official employment, despite facing similar government-mandated shutdowns because of COVID-19 (see Figure 1).

**Figure 1: Unemployment Rate**

![Unemployment Rate Graph]

*Source: OECD 2022.*

Facing a sharp, unforeseen recession, policy makers responded forcefully with fiscal and monetary policy (Bullard 2020). The Federal Reserve cut interest rates by 150 basis points (bps) in March, reaching the so-called zero lower bound of nominal interest rates that the Fed has been unwilling to go below (Bernanke 2017; Ihrig, Weinbach, and Wolla 2020). Central banks around the world facing similar drops in economic activity cut rates, if they were not already at their lower bound, as expected (IMF 2021).
The Fed employed quantitative easing (QE), a tool that when first used during the GFC in 2008 was considered nonstandard/unprecedented but now has been used in the last two recessions (Bernanke 2020). The Fed’s large QE program followed its previous pattern with an announcement and a period of active purchases, followed by a period of stable purchases, and then the announcement of phased-down activity (Tepper and Curry 2021). The Fed’s decision to rely on QE to continue to ease monetary conditions to stimulate the economy shows where it has come out in the debate on the effectiveness of QE in achieving its dual mandate of full employment and price stability (Fabo et al. 2021).

The Federal Reserve responded to a series of disruptions in financial markets when markets began to appreciate the impact of the pandemic. In early and mid-March 2020, the Fed responded to volatility across the financial system with purchases of Treasury securities and agency mortgage-backed securities (Logan 2020). It bought $1.7 trillion worth of Treasury securities between March and June 2020 (Ihrig, Weinbach, and Wolla 2020). Through these purchases, the Fed supported markets when assets were hard to sell, signaling that it would prop up key parts of the financial system if needed.

Congress responded with large fiscal stimulus. The first significant legislative response was the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act of 2020 (CARES Act), a $2.2 trillion fiscal stimulus bill. CARES quickly provided large fiscal firepower. Alongside direct stimulus payments to individuals, expanded unemployment insurance benefits, specific funds for grants and other types of support for small businesses and particular industries, the bill included $454 billion to support lending facilities that the Fed may create pursuant to its authority under Section 13(3) of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 to make loans to nonbanks in “unusual and exigent circumstances.” As the context reflects, these moneys are designed to enable the Fed to provide meaningful, direct financial support to businesses, nonprofits, and municipalities. At the time the CARES Act was passed, this ability seemed to position the Fed to take on a largely unprecedented role (Snell 2020).

Section 13(3) was added to the Federal Reserve Act in 1932, giving the Fed the ability to lend directly to the real economy in a crisis (Sastry 2018). The Fed made only modest use of the power and failed to use it at all between 1936 and 2008. When the Fed invoked Section 13(3) in 2008 in response to the Global Financial Crisis, it used this authority primarily to support nonbank financial institutions, which had grown to play an important role in providing credit and other financial services. It did not provide loans directly to nonfinancial companies. Although Fed lending directly to the real economy was one of many experiments tried in the array of efforts to help the economy recover from the Great Depression, that facility is not a tool that has ever been widely used or was particularly successful, and it is not one that today’s far more powerful Fed had ever embraced, until now. The scale of the potential interventions also far exceeds anything done in response to the GFC, with the Fed itself lauding its potential to provide trillions in new loans (Federal Reserve Board 2020b).

This paper focuses heavily on the decisions made in the beginning of the COVID-19 recession. These choices largely set the precedent for future programs that generally authorized additional money for programs or policies created in the first set of COVID-19 responses. The paper situates the ongoing ascendance of the Fed alongside the relative decline of Congress...
and the administration, which helps explain how America’s economic policy response manages to be resilient despite the growing dysfunction in American politics. An aim of this paper is to illuminate how the functional and dysfunctional features of the current moment collectively have contributed to giving the Fed this role and to consider what lies ahead. What this means for the economy, democracy, and the role of the central bank of the future is just starting to come into focus. Looking ahead, how the Fed opts to use its new authority and how successful it is in doing so could further enhance its importance and diminish the relative role of Congress, a dynamic that has been at play and has had the effect of substantially empowering the central bank over much of the past century. How the Fed manages to weave the implementation of anti-recessionary investment of public resources alongside its established roles, particularly as conductor of independent monetary policy, could also profoundly alter the role and contours of America’s central bank. And, given the institutional and legal constraints on Fed action, expanding its role could have long-term ramifications on the structure of markets, the focus of fiscal policy on addressing concerns of households or businesses, and the economy more generally.

**CARES Act: COVID-19’s First Responder**

Congress’s response to the economic crisis resulting from COVID-19 follows a different track than historical fiscal policy of directed spending and tax cuts. The CARES Act spent $1.9 trillion through a series of programs that can be divided broadly between direct aid and financial assistance. Direct aid includes payments sent straight to individuals, state and local governments, health care providers, and so forth. This is traditional Keynesian economic stimulus (Jahan, Mahmud, and Papageorgiou 2014) generally sent through existing methods, such as enhanced unemployment insurance benefits and changes to existing federal/state matching-grant programs to provide general purpose funds in aid to state governments. Some $54 billion was directly targeted to the airline industry to counter the specific economic consequences from the COVID-19 shutdown. Direct assistance to aviation has precedent in the response to the aviation shutdown resulting from the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 (Barret, Bash, and Snow 2001).

The two most significant financial assistance programs were the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) and a fund Congress authorized and appropriated in the CARES Act for the Federal Reserve to support the general economy and financial markets. Both programs utilized the financial system as a conduit to provide assistance to businesses with the hopes those businesses would in turn provide benefits to workers. There are many employers, and hence employees, who work at entities that are not “businesses” in both the legal and economic senses of the word. Many of the definitions of these indirect programs, and some of the programs themselves, were targeted for these types of employers. For example, the PPP provided money to select nonprofits, including private schools, and nonprofit lobbying organizations were eventually eligible for PPP assistance (Constantine and Steinberg 2021). For purposes of this paper, we use the term *business* as more synonymous with *employer*, in line with the legal and regulatory implementation of the emergency assistance, whose purpose was to provide economic support to employers and employees.
Paycheck Protection Program

To assist small businesses impacted by the immediate COVID-19 shutdown, Congress created the Paycheck Protection Program. The Treasury Department was placed in charge, with the Small Business Administration (SBA) assisting. Congress allocated $350 billion for PPP purposes, with broad discretion for the Treasury to disburse the funds (CRFB 2020). Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL), one of its main sponsors, described the program: “PPP had two main goals: help workers keep their jobs, and protect small businesses from being forced to permanently close their doors” (Rubio 2020).

PPP was structured to reach businesses through the financial system. Banks, credit unions, and later financial technology companies (fintechs) were the disbursement arms, setting up PPP “loan” applications. The “loans” were funded by Treasury through the bank to the applicant. The “loans” were forgivable as long as borrowers maintained employee compensation levels. Originally set at 75% for payroll, that figure was reduced to 60% in later legislation. Thus, up to 40% of funds designed to protect paychecks could be spent on “other eligible expenses” (US SBA n.d.). Reflecting the belief at the time that the economic shutdown would be short, businesses were given eight to 24 weeks to use the funds. If these criteria were met, the “loan” was forgiven, becoming a “grant.”

Economically, a loan that is forgiven if key conditions are met and a grant that must be repaid if certain conditions are not met are the same. Both are contingent gifts that require repayment if certain criteria are not met. Politically, there are important distinctions between programs that are marketed as “loans” compared to those marketed as “grants.”

Congress may have appreciated this distinction and reversed the nomenclature as a result of the Troubled Assets Relief Program (TARP), the main program used in the Global Financial Crisis to recapitalize banks. TARP appeared to the public as a grant, even though the program required repayment from banks (Samuelson 2011). As banks that received TARP funds repaid the capital with interest and Treasury received limited levels of equity as part of its investment through warrants, the Treasury Department actually made a small profit in the end on TARP funding to banks, as measured by the total amount returned to Treasury compared to the amount disbursed (Isidore 2014). Yet, the public continues to believe that the TARP bailout was grants to banks that were not repaid (Green 2010).

Whereas TARP funds went directly to regulated banks through a serious of reviews, the Treasury Department used the SBA and a multitude of banks, credit unions, and later other financial intermediaries such as fintechs to disperse PPP funds. With the intention to spend funds quickly, Treasury decided to make funds available on a first-come, first-served basis. The result was a rush to fund. The entire $350 billion was given out in 14 days, beginning April 2, almost immediately after the CARES Act was signed and before any automatic stabilizer tied to the unemployment data would have been able to kick in (Kurtzleben 2020).

First come, first served had the effect of prioritizing companies and those with preexisting banking relationships. This approach favored large businesses and those that had been in business longer (Schweitzer and Borawski 2021). It also favored wealthier businesses,
which ironically were in a better financial position to handle the economic disruption (Cowley and Flitter 2020). Given historically limited relationships between banks and minority-owned small businesses and microbusinesses (those with 10 or fewer employees), this resulted in more difficult and less overall access to the first round of PPP funding (Liu and Parilla 2020).

The first-come, first-served approach also resulted in businesses’ receiving PPP grants that were relatively untargeted to either the level of COVID-19 the business’s home area was experiencing or how significant state-based lockdown regimes were. For example, Texas companies received the largest share of initial PPP funding of any state despite a relative lack of the virus at the time and the state’s having far fewer local lockdown restrictions (Gandel 2020). The definition of “small business” in the legislation was quite lenient, allowing publicly traded companies and professional sports teams to qualify (Hansen 2020). As firms were eventually named, a slew of media coverage began, and many firms decided to return the money. The situation was significant enough that a joint statement by Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin and SBA Administrator Jovita Carranza, “noted the large number of companies that have appropriately reevaluated their need for PPP loans and repaid funds” (Mnuchin and Carranza 2020).

After the initial round of PPP funding provided in the CARES Act was exhausted, Congress appropriated an additional $321 billion in PPP funding in April 2020. Attempting to rectify the problems in reaching low-income and minority communities, $60 billion of that funding was set aside for small banks, credit unions (defined as those with assets of less than $10 billion), and community development financial institutions (CDFIs). This decision assumed that smaller banks were more likely to be the conduits to reach these communities.

Initial research has shown reliance on the financial system resulted in racial bias in allocation of funding and that focusing on bank size was an ineffective solution: Black-owned businesses were less likely to receive PPP funding through a bank (Howell et al. 2021). This study finds that “smaller banks were much less likely to lend to Black-owned firms, while the Top-4 banks exhibited little to no disparity after including controls,” indicating that Congress’s solution of prioritizing small banks to rectify racial disparities in the first round of funding was unsuccessful and potentially counterproductive. However, other work indicates that fintech firms had other issues in processing PPP applications, approving significantly more fraudulent loans (Griffin, Krueger, and Mahajan 2021). Congress could have written into law different criteria for the loans, targeting smaller companies by prioritizing smaller-dollar loans. Instead, Congress chose to prioritize certain types of financial institutions, believing those institutions would allocate funding differently.

**Differences among International Systems**

While the US used the banking system to provide short-term government PPP grants disguised as loans to “small businesses” in the hopes that those businesses would in turn keep employees on payroll, many other countries chose more straightforward systems. The United Kingdom’s Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme (CJRS) lasted 18 months, at its peak covered 80% of salary (up to a cap), and supported just more than 8.8 million workers (Dent...
Germany leaned on its Kurzarbeit worker support program, in which the government pays employees replacement wage income when their hours fall. Responding to COVID-19, Germany increased the replacement wage rate from 60% to 70% when workers were out of work longer, and eventually provided 80% of lost wages (IMF 2020). Japan engaged in a system similar to Germany’s, using existing wage subsidy programs and increasing the governments share of wages to 90% for small and medium-sized businesses and enlarging coverage to part-time workers, with the requirement that workers be retained (Goodman 2020). Japan also engaged in credit support with JPY 135 trillion in loan guarantees (Goodman 2020).

America’s unemployment rate rose far more sharply than other countries’ (see Figure 1), and early studies of the PPP have raised questions as to its effectiveness. One study from Chetty et al. finds that PPP loans “increased employment at small businesses by only 2%, implying a cost of $377,000 per job saved” (Chetty et al. 2020). Other studies raise questions regarding the lack of targeting of impacted businesses (Granja et al. 2021). If correct, these studies indicate that the PPP was a very costly program whose funding was driven up by a combination of a lack of targeting to effected businesses and the indirect nature of using the financial system as an intermediary. The findings questioning the efficacy of PPP coupled with the European experience of more direct worker support and sharply lower unemployment rates led to calls to replace the PPP with direct assistance to workers and businesses (Gotbaum 2020).

Why the Fed: The Curse of Competence

The CARES Act placed tremendous authority and unprecedented financial resources in the hands of the Federal Reserve to indirectly support the broader economy through the creation of a fund with $454 billion in seed capital to allow the Fed to buy up to an estimated $4 trillions in assets. This fund, to be implemented at the discretion of the Fed, is at least a blurring of the lines between monetary and fiscal policy, if not a stepping over the boundary to having the Fed engage in fiscal policy. Congress avoided crossing another Rubicon of directly appropriating funds to the Fed, instead using the Treasury Department to capitalize newly created emergency facilities the Fed establishes through existing authority under section 13(3) of the Federal Reserve Act. As a result, the Fed was charged with managing the monetary policy response to the crisis; ensuring the banking system remained able to support the real economy; providing short-term liquidity; and assisting a wide range of assets, companies, and even state and local governments.

Congress did not make the tough choices regarding which types of entities would or would not receive this aid. Instead, it empowered the Fed to make choices regarding which businesses were eligible for credit, which company’s bonds could be purchased, and which municipalities could directly receive credit and at what price. The Fed was forced to answer questions regarding whether it should buy only highly rated corporate debt or bonds that were investment grade at issuance but had been downgraded to junk (so-called fallen angels) and which local government municipal debt should be eligible. These decisions had economic and political consequences.
Why did Congress choose the Fed to do the bulk of this work, given all that the Fed was already doing as part of its core mission of conducting monetary policy and aggressively using its emergency authority to stabilize short-term markets? Several answers are possible, but perhaps Congress felt it didn't have a better alternative.

The alternatives facing Congress in passage of the CARES Act were to come to a bipartisan, bicameral compromise and decide itself, empower the president to decide directly or through a Cabinet agency, or empower an alternative institution such as the Fed. The Fed may be ill-suited to address many of these challenges but still better suited to take them on than administrators closer to the president or Congress through a more detailed set of appropriations, at extremis earmarking funds to specific companies. The Fed may be less susceptible to corruption, more competent, more able to make credible commitments, and more able to act quickly, all factors that matter with these types of decisions.

In this paper, we also consider some of the challenges that arise as the Fed is asked to stretch into new domains. We focus on two in particular, though there are others. The first is how expanding the Fed’s role may impact the degree of independence and discretion it enjoys, factors that were critical in making it such an effective first responder to the COVID-19 crisis. The second is the unintended consequences of expanding the Fed’s role in this manner, including the possibility of disproportionate support to providers of capital even in efforts to help workers, greater corporate concentration, leverage among nonfinancial firms, and even further financialization.

Whether the Fed ought to be playing such a central role, or how the benefits of asking it to do so much compare with the costs, is a complicated question we do not purport to answer. The aim here is to examine how we got to this point and the consequences of the blurring of the lines between monetary and fiscal policy in response to recessions. Given the expanded responsibilities placed on the Fed in the last two recessions, it may well be that this is a new and growing role for America’s central bank. One point is simply a point. Two points make a line, and from a line, there is a trend.

**IV. How We Got Here**

Article I of the Constitution gives Congress the power of the purse, that is, the authority to tax and spend, perhaps its greatest authority. Congress has used this power to direct fiscal support to fight recessions multiple times. Delegation has often also been part of how Congress exercises this authority, particularly as the administrative state has grown in size and competence. Typically, however, such emergency power has been delegated directly to the administration’s Cabinet agencies, preserving democratic accountability. During the GFC, for example, the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 (EESA) granted broad authority to the Treasury Secretary, as the member of the president’s Cabinet with economic expertise to stabilize the financial and banking system. This delegation occurred in the final throes of the George W. Bush presidency, 30 days before an election, and was passed by a Democratic Congress. Even then, Congress still empowered the outgoing Treasury Secretary to implement the Troubled Assets Relief Program through his lame-duck period.
Within the context of the financial crisis response, the passage of EESA shifted the focal point of decision-making authority from the Fed to Treasury. During the early phases of the crisis, the Fed took significant actions, from the creation of new types of liquidity support for banks and broker-dealers to the rescue of the investment bank Bear Stearns and the insurance giant American International Group (AIG), relying on the existing legal authority of its lender-of-last-resort function. The Fed’s lender-of-last-resort function is codified in Section 13(3) of the Federal Reserve Act (1913), which grants the Fed broad emergency authority to lend to almost anyone. Wallach (2015) concludes that the Fed and Treasury were creative in stretching the Section 13(3) authority, while other studies, including Mehra (2010), argue that they were being more than creative and that the Fed exceeded its legal authority.

Using the broad discretion Congress provided in EESA, Treasury designed TARP to inject capital into banks, provide assistance to struggling homeowners, and eventually rescue domestic auto companies. The original proposal by the Treasury Department was only for authority to purchase assets through auction (Paletta and Solomon 2008). Had the original proposal from then–Treasury Secretary Henry M. Paulson, Jr., been enacted, Treasury would have lacked the legal authority to inject capital into banks. Congress modified the proposal to allow for capital injections, the path ultimately taken.

Congress set up oversight of the emergency authority it vested in Treasury, empowering three bodies, including two arms of Congress: the Government Accountability Office (GAO) and the Congressional Oversight Panel, and the Special Inspector General for TARP (SIGTARP). By vesting Treasury with authority, Congress reduced pressure on the Fed to continue to stretch the bounds of its authority. This move was welcomed by the Fed, as then–Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke told Congress: “The Federal Reserve would like to get out of dealing with some of these crises we have been dealing with because there is no broader authority, no broader support, and we prefer to get back to monetary policy, which is our function, our key mission” (Bernanke 2008).

When COVID-19 struck, control of Congress was divided between the parties, with Democrats holding a substantial majority in the House and Republicans having a relatively narrow majority in the Senate. Divided control coupled with party-line voting—which increased dramatically between the 1970s and 2010s—increases leverage for both sides (Dancey and Sheagley 2017). It requires legislators to come to a bicameral, bipartisan agreement, which often makes it more difficult to get legislation passed.

Moreover, these thresholds must be satisfied in an environment where politicians are accountable to an increasingly polarized electorate. Given high levels of distrust between the political parties and the ensuing election, Congress demonstrated significant effectiveness in being able to respond quickly and powerfully to the economic threat posed by COVID-19. Congress passed and President Donald Trump signed multiple pieces of legislation in response to COVID-19, including the CARES Act, enacted March 27, 2020. Aspects of the CARES Act attest to the power of Congress to accommodate priorities of both parties in reaching agreements to send stimulus payments directly to American families, aid to state and local governments, and fund a wide variety of programs for medical and economic purposes.
The CARES Act was signed into law one week after California became the first state to issue a stay-at-home order (AJMC 2021) and one week before the Friday, April 3, release of the March unemployment data. When the CARES Act was signed into law, the most recent data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics was the February employment report that showed the US economy adding 289,000 jobs (AJMC 2021; BLS 2021). This means that Congress acted faster than any automatic stabilizer would have kicked in, which would have required another week’s worth of waiting until the March employment report was released.

Arguments in favor of putting fiscal policy on “autopilot” in which fiscal policy is triggered by economic statistics, often cite this approach as superior because of legislative delays. However, the COVID-19 experience highlights that sometimes Congress is capable of acting faster than data can be gathered and reported. Automatic stabilizers are not always faster than legislation, and when the economy experiences shocks beyond the bounds of any historical experience, emergency action can be achieved even during divided government with high partisanship in an election year.

Congress’s ability to pass legislation with the speed and scale needed to confront the looming crisis came at a price. The decisions regarding which businesses should get fiscal support inherently required difficult decisions to be made, and at a time when information was limited. Congress made some priorities, most notably with the conditional grant program for small businesses and the funds targeted for airlines and other specified industries. In this process, Congress set aside a very large pool of funds—measured not only by the $454 billion Congress authorized but also by the expectation that $4 trillion in aggregate amounts would be loaned as a result of additional loans from the Fed. This decision reflects Congress’s awareness of its own infirmities and its limited capacity to take on difficult, complex decisions about how best to protect private enterprise.

Interestingly, the argument regarding speed of policymaking tends to assume the Fed is capable of acting more quickly than Congress or the administration from program conception to operation. Certainly, when it comes to monetary policy, the central bank has far fewer hurdles and more powerful levers than Congress or the administration that can enable remarkably swift action. Similarly, the 2020 Fed was able to quickly put into place the emergency lending facilities that replicated those created in 2007 and 2008. But, as the GFC episode and efforts to implement the CARES Act reveal, the central bank is not always speedy. This is reflected in a close look at the process of implementing the CARES Act. Figure 2 highlights the number of days from enactment of the CARES Act until programs were operationalized. Interestingly, despite problems with the rollouts of both the Paycheck Protection Program and direct stimulus payments to households known formally as Economic Impact Payments (EIPs), both initiatives were able to inject hundreds of billions of dollars more quickly than any of the Fed’s new CARES Act programs, such as the Main Street Lending Program, Municipal Liquidity Facility, and Market Corporate Credit Facilities.

It is worth noting that the official date on which a program becomes active may not be the date that it has full effect. Direct stimulus payments reached 45% of eligible Americans in the quick period mentioned below, but an additional 10% had to wait many more weeks; even by September, 5% had not yet received their first payment (Murphy 2021). Programs
that engage with financial markets may experience the opposite effect, where the announcement itself eases financial tensions/concerns and causes a positive effect. Just the announcement of the Corporate Credit Facilities, and changes in the FAQs about their scope, had a meaningful impact on the availability and pricing of credit for companies issuing bonds that might qualify (D’Amico, Kurakula, and Lee 2020). By contrast, the Main Street Lending Program was slow to launch and struggled to have much of an impact (Rosalsky 2020).

**Figure 2: Implementation Speed of CARES Act Facilities**

![Implementation Speed of CARES Act Facilities](image-url)

*Sources: Adamczyzck 2020; Bräuning and Paligorova 2021; Clarida, Duygan-Bump, and Scotti 2021.*

**Speed of the Banking System**

Two major components of the CARES Act were direct payments to individuals and payments to small businesses to avoid disruptions through the shutdown. Direct payments to individuals (through EIPs) were structured as refundable tax cuts, with the Treasury Department’s tax agency (Internal Revenue Service) instructed to proactively send these payments directly to eligible Americans. Most Americans were eligible (90%, according to the Tax Policy Center) with benefits on the order of $1,400 per person plus a benefit per child (Gleckman 2020).

Three conditions were necessary to send people money quickly and in a usable format: Americans needed bank accounts to receive the funds, the Treasury Department needed to know the information for those accounts, and the payment system had to be able to send the money quickly. All three of these issues posed varying degrees of difficulty, although the second was the largest problem (Klein 2020). Although approximately 95% of American families had a bank account (FDIC 2020), the Treasury Department had information for only a much smaller share. In addition, some of that information the Treasury Department had was inaccurate. An estimated 20 million or more taxpayers had used temporary “shell” bank accounts structured as part of loans set up by tax preparation companies to expedite prior-year tax refunds (NCLC 2020). The result was that only 45% of eligible Americans received their EIPs in the first wave of disbursement, and even four months later, 10% of Americans had not yet received their EIP funds (Murphy 2021).
America’s lack of a real-time payment system resulted in further delays. Most of the rest of the developed major economies have established real-time payment systems, with Japan being the first in the 1970s and the European Union finalizing a cross-union system a few years before COVID-19 struck (Klein 2018). To be clear, private banks and fintech companies have developed real-time payment systems, including PayPal, Zelle, Venmo, and the Clearing House’s RTP system. However, the Federal Reserve has not. The Fed continues to use its automated clearing house (ACH) system, which operates on a batch system running periodically during nonholiday weekdays (Klein and Selgin 2020).

The Treasury Department chose to send all EIP disbursements through the Fed’s ACH system (Nacha n.d.). This choice resulted in a delay. Electronic payment instructions were sent a few days before funds became available. This resulted in additional costs, both from the lack of funds availability and charges from financial institutions for running out of money. In America, these overdraft fees are typically $35 per consumer overdraft, with estimates of cumulative costs ranging from $15 billion to more than $30 billion a year (Klein 2020). A handful of financial institutions and fintechs offered consumers earlier access to their EIPs (Chime n.d.).

For the first round of EIPs, the Treasury Department was able to provide electronic payments to only approximately three-quarters of Americans. The remaining quarter mostly received paper checks, with less than 5% receiving debit cards (Murphy 2021). Paper checks are subject to additional delays in deposit as governed by the Expedited Funds Availability Act of 1987 (EFAA 1987). To avoid this delay, some consumers chose to use check cashers that provide immediate cash in exchange for a few (often a flat fee of $20 or a certain percentage of the check, sometimes about 1% for government-issued checks, although the exact amounts are governed by state-based regulations). The result is an estimated cost of $66 million in total check cashing fees from EIP funds (Murphy 2021).

The Relative Esteem and Efficacy of the Fed

The Fed’s reputation, like that of many central banks, has been built up over time. Central bankers take credibility and commitment seriously (Blinder 2000). In the United States, Fed chairs such as Paul Volcker and Alan Greenspan played a critical role in establishing broad, even if far from uniform, faith in the Fed as a capable and trusted actor.

The economic collapse of 2007–2009 and the Fed’s efforts to protect key financial institutions and structures did incite a meaningful backlash. The GFC revealed substantial shortcomings in the Fed’s supervision of the largest banks, but it was the ways that the Fed intervened that likely created the most controversy. The decisions to rescue Bear Stearns and AIG seemed to many Americans to be salient examples of Wall Street’s coming out ahead, even as Main Street—homeowners and workers across the country—suffered mightily. Additionally, the Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 did restrict the authority of the Fed to repeat some of the more controversial actions it had taken to combat the crisis, although it stopped short of making the more significant changes advocated by some across the political spectrum (for example, Senators Bernie Sanders [I-VT] and Rand Paul [R-KY]).
Nonetheless, regardless of the role the Fed played in allowing the risks to the financial system to grow to the point of collapse, the Fed’s willingness to act forcefully and powerfully during the collapse proved more helpful than not to the long-term health of the economy (Sherman 2009). In subsequent years, the Fed emerged with its reputation intact and possibly strengthened (Gallup 2021). The overall success of the Fed’s efforts to contain the crisis helped establish it as a body able to act quickly and decisively in the face of threats to the economy. The Fed’s power also expanded overall as a result of the Dodd–Frank Act, as the act broadened the Fed’s regulatory authority beyond chartered banks to any financial institution deemed systemically important (Schnidman 2011). Entering the COVID-19 crisis, the Fed found itself in an unusual position of having a chairman appointed by a sitting president who had since publicly soured on him, although many Democrats remained supporters; Senator Sherrod Brown (D-OH), the lead Democrat on the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, at one point paid Chairman Jerome Powell the highest compliment possible, saying he “is a man of integrity” (Mohsin and Torres 2020).

Powell’s decisions since assuming the chairmanship have reaffirmed the Fed’s credibility and perceived political independence. Ironically, Trump himself may have provided Chairman Powell the most significant opportunities to gain the trust of the public and Congress. The Fed chair’s refusal to respond to the president’s public attacks on him, going so far as to call him a “traitor” (Luce 2019), helped Powell come across to others as an independent and honest broker (Tett 2019; Yglesias 2019).

Looking past reputation and trust to features of the Fed and how it differs from the administration or Congress provides additional insight into why the Fed may have been the optimal actor to play a central role in structuring fiscal support for businesses during this time. In particular, the ability to make long-term commitments and be free from certain types of political pressure may be meaningful advantages for the Fed when it comes to these tasks. The Fed has more ability to signal a longer-term commitment to markets and businesses than the president or Treasury, which can be critical to spurring hiring and investment by firms. That is one reason why the Fed’s facilities focused on longer-term lending to businesses rather than the shorter-term support delivered through the Paycheck Protection Program operated through the Treasury Department. The need to provide a longer-term creditable commitment is important when attempting to fix longer-term markets including bank lending and issuance of multiyear debt.

In the US, 2020 was an election year, with the president, every member of the House of Representatives, and one-third of the country’s senators standing for election in November. By contrast, Chairman Powell’s term lasted until 2022. Fed chairs have been frequently reappointed, even when there is a change in administration, and other members of the Fed’s Board of Governors have even longer terms. The continuity of the Fed’s leadership enhances its ability to make credible commitments that it will maintain or modify programs in ways that can encourage the private buy-in often needed for programs to succeed.

---

3 Financial Times columnist Gillian Tett is just one of many commentators who inferred from the Fed’s responses (or lack thereof) to Trump’s tweets “that Fed officials seem unlikely to play ball with Mr. Trump" (Tett 2019).
Expanding the Fed’s role in policy will result in new challenges in warding off corruption and the perception of corruption. This problem has come to greater light with the trading scandals involving the presidents of the Federal Reserve Banks of Boston and Dallas (Derby 2021). Both presidents traded in financial assets during the COVID-19 crisis. Both presidents assert that their trades were considered ethical and were approved by their respective regional banks under an ethics regime approved by the Federal Reserve Board of Governors. In his Capitol Hill testimony, Powell said their actions complied with existing guidelines, though “the appearance is just obviously unacceptable” (Siegel 2021). Yet, when the trades of both presidents were publicly revealed (more than a year after they occurred), both presidents resigned, and the Fed Board undertook an ethics review, conducted in an expedited 45-day period, designed in part to immediately restore public trust. "Our need to sustain the public’s trust is the essence of our work,” said Powell (Horsley 2021).

This in itself is not a reason to vest authority in a relatively more independent executive agency. EESA was passed just one month before a presidential election, and one that had a 100% probability of administration change, given the term limit President Bush faced (and a high probability of a change in party as well). Congress still made the decision to vest massive discretion in the position of Treasury secretary, despite knowing that the person who would occupy that office would almost certainly be someone other than Secretary Paulson in the near future.

V. Looking Ahead

Although the US economy has emerged from the COVID-19 crisis, it is premature to reach final conclusions about this expanded role for the Fed. Nonetheless, even at this stage, some of the potential ramifications and issues with this state of affairs are coming into focus. We briefly consider the implications for the Fed, for the structure of the economy that emerges from this crisis, and for governance in the years ahead.

The Future of the “Independent Central Bank”

Placing the Fed in the role of arbiter of emergency credit subjects the central bank to a host of new political pressures. Consider the growing issue of environmental sustainability. Thirty nonprofits, including Greenpeace and the Sierra Club, sent a letter to Chairman Powell asking the Fed to avoid “stealth fossil fuel company bailouts” as part of the Fed’s lending facilities, arguing that no funds should flow through the Fed’s facilities to fossil fuel companies without conditions requiring the “recognition of human rights, Indigenous rights and clear Paris-compliant transition plans” (350.org et al. 2020). Chairman Powell also received a letter from Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX) and 16 other Republican senators concerned about the impact of COVID-19 on “[i]ndustries, like the energy and transportation sectors.” They urged the Fed to ensure these companies would eligible (Cruz 2020). Oil and gas industry leaders weighed in, asking for specific terms as part of the Main Street New Loan Facility (Russell 2020). In the end, oil and gas comprised the fourth-largest sector, receiving approximately $1.5 billion (Bräuning and Paligorova 2021).
The oil and gas industry’s requests for changes to more favorably access the Fed’s Main Street Lending Program is one of many examples of how the Fed was placed into a more inherently political role in allocating assistance through these CARES Act programs. In this case, the Fed chose a path similar to the policy preferences of the president at the time. It is unknown whether the Fed would have taken a different path had there been a president with a different political agenda on climate and fossil fuels. However, it is worth noting that subsequent to the election, the Federal Reserve took a series of differing steps on climate, including joining the international network for Greening the Financial System (Federal Reserve Board 2020e) and launched a new Climate Supervision Committee (Cox 2021).

On April 9, 2020, the Fed announced it would take the previously unprecedented step of providing up to $500 billion in financing to states and select municipalities. Confronted with the fact that the Fed’s initial eligibility criteria would exclude the 35 most African American cities in the country (Klein and Busette 2020), the Fed dramatically expanded eligibility. The Fed made this announcement after multiple members of Congress wrote to the Board complaining and the day before the Fed chairman was scheduled for one of his regular press conferences (Federal Reserve Board 2020a; Van Hollen et al. 2020; Waters 2020).

More striking than the outcome of these choices is the fact that the Fed was asked to address them at all. Housing policy, support for states and municipalities, and changes to allow oil and gas companies access to credit are all areas that supposedly stand outside the Federal Reserve’s remit (Powell 2020). More to the point, none of these issues lie at the core of the Fed’s competence or mandate. They are not issues that threaten the stability or functioning of the financial system of which the Fed has become the unwitting guard, nor can they be addressed through monetary policy. The more embroiled the Fed becomes in contentious policy matters, the greater its relative autonomy could come under threat.

Structure of the Economy

Placing the Fed in a central position in the government’s efforts to provide fiscal support for businesses could also have a profound, lasting impact on the corporate landscape. Many have concerns about great benefits being bestowed on the largest companies, and their current shareholders and creditors, and what recent developments likely portend about overall levels of corporate debt ahead. With respect to size, the Fed’s interventions benefited the biggest companies far more than any others. The mere announcement of the Primary and Secondary Market Corporate Credit Facilities dramatically reduced spreads for investment-grade borrowers. The Fed’s subsequent announcement that it would also buy fallen angels and exchange-traded funds (ETFs) holding below-investment-grade debt similarly reduced spreads for companies in these categories (Haddad, Moreira, and Muir 2021). The Fed followed through on its plan to purchase corporate debt primarily through the creation of a

---

4 Keen Fed watchers will correctly point out that Section 14 of the Federal Reserve Act does empower the Fed to purchase short-duration municipal debt. However, the Fed has historically resisted using that authority, refusing to do so even when California ran out of money during the recession in 2009 and was forced to briefly issue script.
new index it created to track qualifying bonds. As Figure 3 shows, the Fed owns bonds of large companies, most of which have not shown need for government support.

**Figure 3: Top 10 Companies’ Debt Purchased by the Fed**

![Bar chart showing top 10 companies' debt purchased by the Fed]

*Source: Reuters n.d.*

Even though nonfinancial corporate debt was at an all-time high going into the COVID-19 crisis, it has only increased subsequently. The largest companies are having little trouble accessing debt markets. One implication of this situation is that corporate debt levels are rising, leading some to worry about the possibility of debt overhang, which could impede investment and growth in the years ahead.

A second ramification could be to provide a thumb on the scale favoring the largest companies relative to their smaller counterparts, leading over time to a relative expansion of the former and decline in the latter. This conclusion comes through by comparing the easy access and relatively low financing costs the largest companies currently enjoy with the slow start of the Main Street Lending Program and the conspicuous lack of any program using CARES Act funds to increase support for truly small companies. The Main Street Lending Program is the Fed’s efforts to help companies that are large but not able to readily access public debt markets, applying to companies with up to 15,000 employees or $5 billion in annual revenue. The program was announced in late March 2020, alongside the two corporate credit facilities, but in contrast, there was no immediate favorable impact on the ability of eligible companies to access the financing they needed to survive. It was not until July, well after the Fed had started buying ETFs and a broad array of other corporate debt, generally issued by companies showing no sign of needing any further financial support, that the Main Street Lending Program even became fully operational.

Roughly half of the entire volume conducted through the Main Street initiative occurred in December 2020, just weeks before the facility was ceasing to accept loans (Bräuning and Paligorova 2021). In total, the Main Street Lending Program conducted only 1,830 loans with
a total lending of $17.5 billion. This pales in comparison to the funds allocated by Congress and Treasury for the Main Street facility. At announcement, Main Street was projected for up to $600 billion in total loans, with $75 billion set aside for potential losses (CRS 2020). Put another way, 16% of the total CARES Act $454 billion appropriation was set aside for Main Street to cover possible losses of $600 billion in total credit. At the end of the day, less than 3% of potential lending occurred, and Treasury set aside money to cover losses in excess of 425% of lending. Approximately 30% of loans were to industries not categorized as “Covid-affected.” (Bräuning and Paligorova 2021) This was a poor use of pandemic funds, to say the least, or as the nonpartisan Congressional Research Service summarized commentary, the Main Street was “too small to be effective” (CRS 2020).

Shifting to small businesses, the Fed created a facility that eased implementation of the government’s separate PPP, which was targeted largely to small businesses and those they employ. But it has yet to even propose an emergency lending facility that would otherwise increase access to funding for these companies, despite recent surveys that just shy of half are concerned about cash flow (US Chamber of Commerce 2020). Given that businesses with fewer than 500 employees employ 47% of American workers—or at least did before the COVID-19 crisis—the failure to do more for these businesses that are both fragile and critical employers cannot be readily explained away as outside the Fed’s employment mandate.

The Federal Reserve’s Primary Market Corporate Credit Facility (PMCCF) and Secondary Market Corporate Credit Facility (SMCCF) were structured with $75 billion of loss-absorbing capital from the CARES Act’s $454 billion, which theoretically could support up to $750 billion in purchases (Federal Reserve Board 2020c; Federal Reserve Board 2020d). Put another way, Treasury allocated loss-absorption capital equal to 540% of total purchases. The PMCCF and the SMCCF, in the end, purchased almost nothing compared to what they were authorized to, or how much money Treasury and the Federal Reserve set aside from Congress’s allocation. The Federal Reserve agreed to return Treasury’s excess funding as the programs expired at the end of 2020 (COC 2020b).

These programs may have had an effect greater than their tiny purchases, through the power of expectations. There is evidence of announcement effects from the Fed in stabilizing corporate bonds for larger companies, states, and municipal governments (COC 2020a). However, the COVID-19 recession was quite different, given that the ceasing of markets was related to the economic consequences of the spread of the coronavirus rather than the spread of financial contagion.

The Fed should be concerned about small businesses, as Chairman Powell has explained: “The pandemic is presenting acute risks to small businesses” and when “a small or medium-sized business becomes insolvent … we lose more than just that business.” “The heart of our economy and ... the work of generations” is at stake (Powell 2020). Nonetheless, the Fed lacks the institutional capability to screen or monitor these borrowers, and the struggles it has confronted in setting up the Main Street facilities show how hard it can be for the Fed to partner with the banks that specialize in making these loans, even when big dollars are involved. The net effect of placing the Fed in the driver’s seat with administering fiscal support to businesses thus may yet be to provide further funding advantages to large
businesses while leaving smaller ones more vulnerable to bankruptcy, distressed acquisition, or shrinking to survive.

VI. Conclusion

The US government acted quickly in response to the COVID-19-induced recession. Congress and the president, controlled by different political parties in a time of hyper politicization and in an election year, were able to come to agreement on a mammoth stimulus bill. This agreement occurred before standard economic data were available, meaning automatic stabilization policies would have been slower than the political process that unfolded. The policies that were enacted leaned heavily on the financial system to disperse assistance. The Federal Reserve was given a broad and important new role in providing assistance to nonfinancial companies, blurring the line between monetary and fiscal policy, if not actively placing the Fed on the fiscal side of the ledger. What this expanded authority means for the role of the Federal Reserve going forward is not entirely clear. What is clear is that the Fed is amassing more power as a result of agreements across parties and branches of government.

There are no easy answers to the challenges raised here. Nonetheless, we see this framing as critical to furthering the discussion. Asking questions such as whether the Fed is well-suited to a particular task misses the point. It may be poorly suited and yet still positioned better than the alternatives. But, as shown, even that distinction does not suffice to resolve the inquiry. The Fed may be the right solution when the challenge is defined by easing the economic pain inflicted by COVID-19 but a very bad solution if the aim is to protect the country’s system of governance. Trade-offs exist not only between economic concepts of employment and price stability but also political considerations in terms of maximizing economic growth and public accountability for policies that inherently determine winners and losers. A smooth and sharp recovery might not just extricate the Fed; it could result in the Fed’s being more empowered and trusted than ever, creating a central bank that not only has broad official powers but will reliably be given even more authority when crisis strikes. Likewise, continued dysfunction and distrust between the political parties, and among the Congress and the White House and Treasury Department, may well serve to continually increase reliance on the central bank to implement crisis response policies.

The first global recession of this century was caused by a disease created in America’s mortgage-finance system, while the second was a disease that began in China. Despite radically different root causes, America’s responses to these recessions leaned heavily on the Federal Reserve to use a series of previously unprecedented actions and authorities to stabilize financial markets. The lines between monetary and fiscal policy are blurring, with the Fed’s action on the edge, or even over it.

In the COVID-19 crisis, even when using more traditional fiscal policy such as direct payments to people and businesses, policy makers relied more heavily on the financial system. Grants to small businesses were called loans disbursed through the banking system. The result favored larger entities and those with closer ties to banks. Direct payments to
individuals were slowed by weeks and months for people who did not use their personal bank accounts for tax refunds. America’s slow payment system added further delay for the more than one in five people who received paper checks. The results had disproportionately negative impacts for minorities and lower-income Americans.
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